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We discuss some unusual thermoluminescence (TL) and optically stimulated luminescence effects. We focus on luminescence due
to transitions of electrons or holes through the conduction or valence band, respectively. We deal with non-linear dose dependence
and non-monotonic dose dependence and also dose-rate effects sometimes reported. Also, is discussed the sensitisation of a sample
due to the combined effect of irradiation and annealing, occurring in quartz samples and other materials. Another effect presented
is the occurrence of anomalously high activation energies and frequency factors and its possible theoretical interpretation. Also,
are considered the effects of anomalous fading and anomalous stability. Yet another phenomenon is concentration quenching.
Here, the intensity of emitted TL depends non-monotonically on the concentration of the impurity responsible for the emission.
The explanations given to these phenomena are based on the numerical solutions of the relevant sets of differential equations as
well as approximate analytical treatment.

INTRODUCTION

In this chapter, thermoluminescence (TL) and opti-
cally stimulated luminescence (OSL) effects associ-
ated with charge trapping and transitions through
the conduction and valence bands during excitation
and thermal/optical stimulation are considered. In
some cases, the theoretical explanation is associated
with uniform excitation of the sample in hand, such
as is approximately the case with β rays, and cer-
tain wavelengths of ultraviolet (UV) or X-ray excita-
tion and rather thin samples. Some unusual effects
will be discussed in detail along with their possible
explanations.

The fundamental model of TL and OSL has to do
with the energy band model of insulators. One con-
siders the last filled band, which is called the valence
band, the first allowed but empty band above it, which
is called the conduction band, and the forbidden band
in between. In a hypothetical pure crystal, there are no
allowed levels in the forbidden gap. However, prac-
tically all crystals have imperfections, namely impu-
rities and defects, which produce allowed electron-
and hole-traps. The very basic model (Randall and
Wilkins(1)) assumes for simplicity the occurrence of
only one kind of electron trap, residing rather close
to the conduction band, and one kind of hole trap
located rather far from the valence band. Due to its
role in the read-out stage (heating in TL or light
exposure in OSL), the hole trap is usually referred
to as a recombination centre, as explained below. A
schematic diagram is shown in Figure 1. When the
sample is irradiated, it is assumed that electrons are

Figure 1: One trap and one recombination centre energy
level scheme.

being raised from the valence band into the conduc-
tion band. The electron in the conduction band may
move in the crystal and be trapped in the electron trap.
The created hole may move in the valence band until
it is trapped in the hole centre.

It is worth mentioning that the inverse model is
just as likely to occur. Here, we assume that the hole
traps are rather close to the valence band so that they
may be released thermally into the valence band dur-
ing the read-out stage. The electron traps are rather
far from the conduction band and therefore their role
is passive. If holes released from the hole traps, which
are in the valence band, they may encounter a trapped
electron and recombine emitting a photon. Under
these circumstances, the electron trapping state is
referred to as an electron recombination centre. For
the sake of simplicity, we will usually talk about the
former, namely, systems with electron traps and hole
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recombination centres, but we will keep in mind that
the inverse model is also viable.

At the end of the irradiation stage, if there are elec-
trons left in the conduction band, they are expected
to get either trapped or recombine with holes in cen-
tres during the ‘relaxation time’ until the number of
electrons in the conduction band is practically zero.
If there are holes left in the valence band, they will be
trapped in the hole centres during the relaxation time.

The next stage is the read-out, which in TL
is performed by heating the sample, usually at
a constant rate, and measuring the emitted light
in the course of the heating. During the heating,
electrons are thermally raised from the traps into
the conduction band from which they may either
retrap or perform recombination with a hole in
a centre. Figure 1 depicts schematically the basic
one-trap-one-recombination-centre (OTOR) model,
also termed ‘general one trap (GOT)’. The relevant
magnitudes shown are N (cm−3) the concentra-
tion of relevant traps, n (cm−3) the instantaneous
concentration of trapped electrons, M (cm−3)
concentration of recombination centres, m (cm−3),
the instantaneous concentration of holes in traps,
E (eV) the activation energy for the release of
electrons into the conduction band, s (s−1) the
pre-exponential frequency factor, nc (cm−3) and
nv (cm−3) the instantaneous concentrations of free
electrons and holes, respectively. Am (cm3 s−1) and An

(cm3 s−1) are the recombination and retrapping
probability coefficients of free holes, respectively. B
(cm3 s−1) is the trapping probability coefficient of free
holes into the centres and X (cm−3 s−1) is the rate of
production of electron–hole pairs by the irradiation,
which is proportional to the dose rate.

Let us concentrate first on the process taking place
during heating. The set of kinetic equations governing
the process as given by Halperin and Braner(2) is

dn
dt

= An (N − n) nc − sn exp (−E/kT) , (1)

I(T) = −dm
dt

= Ammnc, (2)

dm
dt

= dn
dt

+ dnc

dt
, (3)

where k (eV·K−1) is Boltzmann’s constant and I(T)
the intensity of emitted TL. In order to be able to
simulate a conventional TL curve, one has to use some
heating function, which in many cases is chosen to
be linear with time, namely, a constant heating rate
is used

T = T0 + βt, (4)

where T0 (K) and T (K) are the initial and running
temperatures and β (K/s) is the constant heating rate.
It should be mentioned that here, we associate the
emitted intensity, I(T) with the rate of decrease of the
concentration of holes in centres. As appearing here,
the units of I(T) are cm−3s−1 and in order to have it in
light-intensity units, a dimensional constant should
be added, which here has arbitrarily been set to
unity.

The set of Equations (1–4) by Halperin and
Braner(2) enable the general treatment of a single
TL peak associated with a single trap and a single
kind of recombination centre, but these equations
were preceded by simpler equations by Randall and
Wilkins(1) and by Garlick and Gibson.(3) Randall
and Wilkins(1) assumed that recombination is very
fast as compared with retrapping and ended up with
a first-order equation governing TL, whereas Garlick
and Gibson(3) assumed that the recombination and
retrapping probabilities are equal and showed that
second-order kinetics may govern the process. Let
us see how these two situations emerge by making
simplifying assumptions to the mentioned set of
Equations (1–3).

Halperin and Braner(1) made the simplifying
hypothesis later termed ‘quasi-equilibrium’ assump-
tion stating that the instantaneous concentration of
free electrons is significantly smaller than that of
trapped electrons and holes and the rate of change
of free electrons is significantly smaller than that of
trapped electrons and holes,

∣∣∣∣dnc

dt

∣∣∣∣ <<

∣∣∣∣dn
dt

∣∣∣∣ ,

∣∣∣∣dm
dt

∣∣∣∣ ; nc << n, m. (5)

Note that within the model discussed here, due
to Equation (5), we have n ≈ m. We will continue,
unless stated otherwise, to deal with these two
magnitudes separately in order to preserve their
separate identity in particular in more complicated
situations with more than a single trap and a single
recombination centre. Chen and Pagonis(4) suggested
a revised way of expressing the conditions leading
to the expression reached by Halperin and Braner,(2)

namely,

∣∣∣∣ dnc
dt

∣∣∣∣ << sn exp (−E/kT) , nc [An (N − n) + Amm] , (6)

which basically means that the net rate of change
of free electrons is significantly smaller than the rate
of thermal elevation of electrons into the conduction
band and the depletion of free electrons into the trap
and centre together.
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Following Halperin and Braner,(2) we get with
these simplifying assumptions

I(T) = −dm
dt

= sn exp (−E/kT)
Amm

Amm + An (N − n)
.

(7)

This equation in two unknown functions, n and
m, cannot be solved without further assumptions. As
pointed out, as long as only one trap and one cen-
tre are involved, with the quasi-equilibrium equation
mentioned we have n ≈ m, and one gets an equation
with one function, n only as shown by Kannunikov,(5)

I(T) = −dn
dt

= sn exp (−E/kT)
Amn

Amn + An (N − n)
.

(8)

If recombination dominates, Amn> > An(N − n)
and one gets directly the Randall-Wilkins first-order
equation

I(T) = −dn/dt = sn exp (−E/kT) . (9)

As for the Garlick-Gibson assumption Am = An,
one gets from Equation (8) the second-order equation

I(T) = −dn
dt

= s
N

n2 exp (−E/kT) . (10)

It is worth mentioning that the condition Am = An

is not very likely to occur since we are talking about
transitions into two entirely different entities in the
crystal in hand, the imperfection responsible to the
recombination centre and that associated with the
trapping state. However, second-order behaviour can
also be reached in another way. If retrapping dom-
inates, An(N − n)> > Amn, Equation (8) reduces
to

I(T) = −dn
dt

= sAm

AnN
n2 exp (−E/kT) , (11)

which is the same as Equation (10) except for the
meaning of the pre-exponential factor.

TL peaks of first- and second-order have sig-
nificantly different shapes. First-order peaks are
asymmetric having the ascending range significantly
broader than the descending range, whereas second-
order peaks are nearly symmetric. In the literature,
there are several reports on TL peaks, which have

intermediate symmetry properties. A very popular
approach to deal with such peaks is the ‘general order’
equation (e.g. Chen(6)),

I(T) = −dn
dt

= s’nb exp (−E/kT) , (12)

where b is usually between 1 and 2, and in some
reports also b > 2. The advantage of this heuristic
approach is that the solution of Equation (12) may
yield any symmetry between those of the first- and
second-order kinetics and beyond. The disadvantage
is that there is no real physical basis to this pre-
sentation for b �= 1, 2 and also, that s’, the new
pre-exponential factor has the odd units of cm3(b-1)s−1.

Another possible way of presenting intermediate
cases is that of the mixed-order kinetics, developed by
Chen et al.,(7)

I(T) = −dn
dt

= s′n (n + c) exp (−E/kT) , (13)

where s’ the pre-exponential factor, has the same units
as in the second-order equation, namely, cm3 s−1.

It should be noted that the explanation so far has
been limited to the heating stage of TL and to a
system with a single trapping state and a single kind
of recombination centre. Let us consider briefly the
relevant extensions, which will be further discussed in
some detail in the coming chapters.

To begin with, in a luminescent material there are
usually more than one kind of trap and/or one kind
of recombination centre. In the heating stage, this
would mean that one may expect more than one TL
peak. The situation may be rather complex because
we are not only considering an overlap of single peaks
but also closer relation due to the possibility that
electrons released from one trap may perform recom-
bination with a number of centres, and in addition
to retrapping in their original trap, they may also be
trapped in other traps.

Another point of importance is that the read-out,
which is due to heating in TL, is optical in OSL. In the
basic equations mentioned above, the main point with
regard to OSL is that in Equation (1), s·n·exp(−E/kT)
should be replaced by fn where f (s−1) is proportional
to the intensity of the stimulating light.

Yet another crucial point to be considered has to
do with the processes taking place during excitation.
Let us consider in the Introduction the equations gov-
erning the process in the limited one trap one recom-
bination centre case. The relevant transitions are seen
in Figure 1, the meaning of the different parameters
has been given above and the set of simultaneous
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governing equations are

dn
dt

= An (N − n) nc − sn exp (−E/kT) , (14)

dm
dt

= B (M − m) nv − Ammnc, (15)

dnc

dt
= X − An (N − n) nc − Ammnc, (16)

dnv

dt
= dn

dt
+ dnc

dt
− dm

dt
. (17)

Obviously, if more traps and/or centres exist in the
specimen, more equations of the same kind should
be added to the set and solved simultaneously. Note
that this set of equations governs the filling of traps
and centres relevant to both TL and OSL. At the end
of excitation one ends up with finite concentrations
of free electrons, nc, and free holes, nv. If we wish to
follow the experimental procedure of TL or OSL, we
have to consider a relaxation time between the end of
excitation and the beginning of heating or exposure
to stimulating light. This is done in the simulations by
setting X to zero and solving Equations (14–17) for a
further period of time so that at the end, both nc and
nv are negligibly small. The final values of n, m, nc and
nv at the end of excitation are used as initial values of
the relaxation stage and the final values of relaxation
are used as the initial values for the read-out stage,
Equations (1–3).

NON-LINEAR DOSE DEPENDENCE;
SUPERLINEAR AND SUBLINEAR

For the applications in dosimetry and archaeological
and geological dating, it is very advantageous to have
linear dependence of the recorded TL and OSL on
the dose. However, it is quite common to have super-
linear (also called in the literature supralinear) dose
dependence. Also, sublinear dose dependence occurs
very frequently, in particular with high excitation
doses where saturation effects associated with filling
of the existing traps and recombination centres take
place. In the framework of delocalised transitions,
the superlinearity is associated with competing traps
or recombination centres and their action during the
excitation stage and/or the read-out phase.

The most common non-linearity has to do with
sublinearity due to saturation effects that take place
at relatively high doses when traps or centres are close
to be filled up by carriers. More interesting situations
are superlinear dose dependencies that occur under
some conditions. To mention some, Cameron et al.(8)

described the dose dependence of TL in LiF (TLD-
100), which exhibited a rather broad linear dose

dependence followed by a steeper than linear
dose range after which an approach to saturation
was observed. Another sort of superlinearity was
discovered by Tite(9) in ancient ceramics. The dose
dependence curve found in this material is linear in
a broad range except for the lowest doses where the
TL starts increasing at a small rate with the dose
and the rate increases gradually until it reaches a
steady value. Another kind of superlinearity was
reported by Halperin and Chen(10) who investigated
the dependence of UV-irradiated semiconducting
diamonds. A TL peak at ∼ 250 K was excited by
UV light in the range of 300-400 nm with an initial
dependence on the dose that could be presented as

Imax = αDk, (18)

where Imax is the maximum intensity, D the applied
dose and k a factor between 2 and 3 in the mentioned
excitation range of 300-400 nm.

In order to have a uniform definition of super-
linearity, Chen and McKeever(11) suggested the fol-
lowing. Let us denote by S the measured TL or OSL
signal, be it the maximum intensity or the area under
the curve in TL and the area in OSL, and D the
absorbed dose. The derivative of the S function at a
point D is dS/dD (or S′(D)), and an increase of the
derivative at a certain point is expressed by stating
that d2S/dD2 (i.e. S′′(D)) is positive. Thus, d2S/dD2 > 0
is defined as representing ranges of superlinearity;
d2S/dD2 < 0 characterises ranges of sublinearity and,
of course, d2S/dD2 = 0 means a range of linearity.
Chen and McKeever(11) have also defined the ‘super-
linearty index’ g(D),

g(D) =
[

DS’’(D)

S’(D)

]
+ 1. (19)

As long as one deals with a range of increasing
dose dependence, i.e. S′(D) > 0, it is obvious that
g(D) > 1 indicates superlinearity, g(D) = 1 means a
range of linearity and g(D) < 1 signifies sublinearity.
It is quite obvious that for the function given in
Equation (18), one gets g(D) = k and, of course, k > 1
indicates superlinearity.

The models explaining superlinear dose depen-
dence of TL and OSL based on delocalised transitions
have to do with competition between transitions into
traps or centres, which may take place during either
the excitation or during the read-out stage. In some
cases, one may consider a combination of both exci-
tation and read-out leading to strong superlinearity.

The first model explaining superlinearity has been
suggested by Cameron et al.(8) (see their pages 168–
174). This model proposed the creation of additional
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traps by radiation and hypothesises a maximum pos-
sible trap density. Another model was given by Sun-
tharalingam and Cameron(12) and further elaborated
upon by Bowman and Chen.(13) These works deal
with the filling of the relevant traps, which under
the appropriate conditions are superlinear with the
dose, and assumed that the total concentration of
traps is not changed by the irradiation. Superlinear-
ity is associated with the competition of electrons
being trapped in the active traps and in competing,
usually deeper traps. Let us consider the following
intuitive somewhat simplified explanation. Suppose
we have a system with N1 (cm−3) active traps and
N2 (cm−3) competing traps. Let us assume that the
trapping probability coefficient of the competitor, A2

(cm3 s−1) is larger than that of the active trap, A1

(cm3 s−1). At low doses, the excitation fills both traps
linearly. However, at a certain dose the competing trap
saturates and therefore more electrons are available
to the relevant trap N1. This means that the active
trap will now be filled at a linear rate but faster than
before. Nevertheless, the transition region from one
linear range to the other would appear to be superlin-
ear since this transition occurs continuously. Under
the appropriate conditions, the measured signal, TL
or OSL, follows the accumulated concentration of
trapped electrons and thus, if the latter is superlinear,
so is the former. Bowman and Chen have written the
proper set of differential equations, made relevant
simplifying assumptions and reached an expression
that with the appropriate sets of parameters resulted
in a dose-dependence curve, which starts linearly,
continues superlinearly and then becomes sublinear
while approaching saturation.

Another kind of superlinearity was reported first
by Rodine and Land(14) who studied the dose depen-
dence of TL peaks in β-irradiated ThO2, which were
found to be quadratic with the dose as of the lowest
doses. These authors explained the effect qualitatively
as the result of competition during heating. Kris-
tianpoller et al.(15) further elaborated on competition
during heating. Without competition, one may expect
the area S under a glow peak to be proportional to
min(n0,m0) where n0 and m0 are the concentrations
of electrons in traps and holes in centres, respectively,
following excitation and relaxation prior to readout.
Under regular conditions, the maximum TL intensity
is approximately proportional to the area under the
curve. Therefore, if n0 and m0 are linearly dependent
on the dose of excitation, so is the measured TL inten-
sity. However, Kristianpoller et al.(15) showed that in
the presence of a strong competitor, the dependence
of the area under the curve is

S ∝ n0m0, (20)

and if n0 ∝ D and m0∝D, then S ∝ D2.

In a later work, Chen et al.(16) combined the two
models and showed, using numerical simulations,
that with a model of two competing traps and
one recombination centre, stronger than quadratic
dose dependence may be reached, the main effect
being related to competition during heating. The
authors also reported on another model in which
two competing recombination centres and one kind
of trap are involved. A much weaker superlinearity
associated mainly with competition during excitation
is reported in the simulations of this model.

More recently, it has been shown that under
certain circumstances, superlinearity of TL and OSL
can take place even without competition. Chen
et al.(17) used the simple OTOR energy level diagram
(see Figure 1) and considered the situation where
very high dose rates are being used. Referring to
the above-mentioned condition for superlinearity,
d2n/dD2 being positive indicates superlinear dose
dependence. Referring to the mentioned parameters
in Figure 1 and Equations (14–16), the dependence of
the occupancy of the traps on the dose can be given
as

n = aD + bD2 + O
(
D3

)
, (21)

where

a = AnN
AnN + Amm0

, (22)

b = 1
2

Amm0AnN

(AnN + Amm0)
3 (Am − An) . (23)

The coefficient b determines whether the initial
response is superlinear. According to Equation (23),
the behaviour is superlinear (b > 0) if m0 > 0 and
Am > An. The initial dose dependence is expected to
be linear if m0 = 0 or if m0 > 0 but Am = An. Note that
at higher doses, the D3 and higher order terms become
significant but, on the other hand, saturation effects
may set in. Yet another possible reason for a strong
superlinear dose dependence may take place in cases
of two-electron traps or two-hole centres.(18, 19)

NON-MONOTONIC DOSE DEPENDENCE

In most cases, the dose dependencies of TL and
OSL are monotonically increasing functions. In some
cases, the reported dependence on the dose is such
that the signal reaches a maximum at a certain dose
and then the dose-dependence function declines.
Cameron et al.(8) described the non-monotonic
dependence of TL in LiF:Mg,Ti (TLD-100) as a
function of 60Co γ -ray dose. Jain et al.(20) reported
on a significant decrease of the TL of peak V in LiF,
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Figure 2: Simulated dose dependence of the maximum TL
(solid line) and radiative-centre occupancy following irradi-
ation, m2 (dashed line), when competition during irradiation

dominates. (After Chen et al.(22)).

by a factor of ∼ 2.5 from the maximum, and ascribe
it to radiation damage. Yukihara et al.(21) reported
on a slightly superlinear dependence up to ∼10Gy of
β-irradiation in Al2O3:C crystals. The peak reached
a maximum value and declined at higher doses. Chen
et al.(22) presented a model, which does not assume
a radiation damage of destruction of trapping states.
The authors use a model with two trapping states and
two kinds of recombination centres. The competition
over free charge carriers during excitation and heating
was studied using both numerical simulations and
intuitive considerations. Physically significant sets of
trapping parameters were chosen, and the simulation
of the three consecutive stages of the process, namely
excitation, relaxation and heating was performed. An
example of the results is shown in Figure 2. With the
chosen set of parameters, the results show an increase
of the TL maximum (solid line) with the dose up to
a maximum at a ‘dose’ of ∼ 7 × 1020 m−3, followed
by a decrease of ∼ 35% after which the maximum TL
intensity levels off at higher doses. This behaviour is
very similar to experimental results reported in some
materials, e.g. Jain et al.(20) The dashed line shows the
dependence of m2 on the dose, which seems to be the
origin of the non-monotonic TL dose dependence.
Pagonis et al.(23) used a similar model to explain the
non-monotonic dose dependence of OSL, such as the
results reported by Yukihara et al.(24)

DOSE-RATE DEPENDENCE

In many studies of the dose dependence of TL and
OSL, there is no distinction between changing the

dose by using different times of irradiation or by
different dose rates with the same time of irradi-
ation. Obviously, the dose applied to an examined
sample may be varied by either changing the time
of excitation or changing the applied dose rate. In
principle, the dose rate and time of excitation are
independent parameters. A ‘trivial’ dose-rate effect
will take place when the temperature of the sample
under excitation is rather high, say, in TL, quite close
to the temperature of the TL peak observed following
excitation. Such results have been reported e.g. by
Facey.(25) Under these circumstances, the result in TL
will be lower for a certain dose given by a small dose
rate and a long time then in a situation where the
same dose is applied by larger dose rate and shorter
excitation time. However, a ‘real’ dose-rate effect of
TL and OSL is sometimes reported in cases where
the decay during excitation is negligible. This effect,
reported in the literature, can be explained by models
dealing with the interaction between trapping levels
or recombination centres. It should be mentioned
that when archaeological and geological dating is
concerned, the natural dose rate may be as low as
10−3 Gy/yr (∼3 × 10−11 Gy/s), whereas the laboratory
dose rate used for comparison and calibration may be
as high as several Gy/s. Groom et al.(26) reported on
a strong genuine dose-rate effect in quartz when no
thermal decay is involved. A decrease by a factor of
∼ 5 was observed with increasing dose rate, whereas
the total dose was kept constant in powdered samples
of Brazilian crystalline quartz irradiated by 60Co γ -
rays at dose rates in the range of 0.014–3.3 Gy/s.
A smaller effect of the same kind in CaSO4:Dy has
been described by Hsu and Weng.(27) Shlukov et al.(28)

criticised the archaeological and geological method
of dating based on TL in quartz, stating that there
is a difference of 8–9 orders of magnitude in the
dose rate between natural and calibration irradia-
tions, which may cause a serious error in the age eval-
uation. An unusual dose-rate effect has been reported
by Valladas and Ferreira.(29) They detected separately
three components in the emission of TL from quartz,
namely, UV, blue and green. They found different
behaviours of the three components while applying
the same total dose of excitation at two dose rates,
which are three orders of magnitude apart. The UV
component was found to be nearly twice as large
with the high dose rate as with the low one. With the
green component, the low dose rate yielded ∼10%
less emission than in the high one. As for the blue
component, the low dose rate yielded ∼50% more TL
than the high one.

Chen and Leung(30) have proposed a model to
explain the mentioned dose-rate effect in which
one component increases with the dose rate and
the other decreases when the total dose remains
constant. The model includes one kind of trapping
state and two kinds of recombination centre, and it
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Figure 3: The dose-rate dependence of the TL maximum
intensities of I1(T) (crosses) and I2(T) (circles) reached by

simulations. (After Chen and Leung(30)).

simulates two spectral components, which depend
on the dose rate in opposite ways. The relevant
sets of coupled differential equations for the three
stages of excitation, relaxation and read-out (heating)
were solved sequentially, and the two emissions,
I1 = −dm1/dt and I2 = −dm2/dt, were recorded,
where m1 and m2 are the instantaneous occupancies of
the two recombination centres. The simulated dose-
rate dependence is given in Figure 3. The unusual
behaviour, namely, that one spectral component
increases with the dose rate and the other decreases
can be clearly seen in the simulated results.

PRE-DOSE SENSITISATION

For the applications in dosimetry as well as in
archaeological and geological dating, it is evident that
a constant sensitivity of the sample is desirable. In
some instances, this is not the case. For example, the
sensitivity of quartz samples to a ‘test dose’ increases
significantly by β irradiation followed by high-
temperature annealing. Originally, this is detrimental
for the use of dating, but another method, based
on the change of sensitivity with the dose has been
developed. The theory behind the sensitisation effect
will be described. In fact, in some cases even heating
to high temperature alone and cooling back to room
temperature may change the sensitivity of a sample to
an applied test dose; however, the significant change
results from the combination of rather high dose
followed by high-temperature annealing.

Fleming,(31) Aitken(32) and others showed that the
change of sensitivity of the ∼ 110◦C peak in quartz
could be used as a measure of the applied dose. These
authors used β test-doses of ∼ 0.01 Gy and sensitising
doses of the order of 1 Gy and measured the emission

of the quartz 110◦C peak occurring at ∼ 380 nm. In
addition, Zimmerman(33) reported on the UV reversal
effect. If the quartz in hand, sensitised so as to yield
high response to a test dose was illuminated by UV
light in the range of 230–250 nm, the sensitivity was
reduced significantly, nearly to the original one prior
to irradiation followed by annealing. Another piece of
relevant experimental evidence was reported by Flem-
ing and Thompson.(34) If following a given irradiation
of a sample the annealing is performed at different
temperatures, different responses to a test dose were
recorded, demonstrating the different sensitivities. In
the case of the 110◦C peak in quartz, the sensitivity
increased following heating of up to 500◦C and then
decreased for higher temperatures. More work on
the pre-dose effect in quartz has been reported by
Martini et al.(35) who also suggested the identity of
the relevant impurities taking part in the sensitisation
of the 110◦C peak.

Zimmerman(33) suggested the first model to
account for the pre-dose sensitisation effect. The
Zimmerman model deals with an electron trap T and
two hole centres, R and L as is shown schematically in
Figure 4. The recombination probability for trapping
holes in R is assumed to be much larger than that
in L, and thus, during irradiation practically all
the free holes accumulate in R and the generated
electrons congregate in T. However, this trap is rather
shallow; it yields a TL peak at ∼ 110◦C at a heating
rate of 5◦C/s and is emptied at room temperature
within hours or may be readily emptied by heating to
∼ 150◦C. R is assumed not to be very deep in the sense
that it is close enough to the valence band so that
heating to ∼ 500◦C would release the holes into the
valence band. Although their probability of trapping
in L is rather low, at this high temperature, the net
flow of holes through the valence band is from R to L.
This is so since L is assumed to be much farther from
the valence band, so that once a hole is captured at L,
it cannot be thermally released back into the valence
band. In this sense, R is a reservoir, which holds
holes following the irradiation, prior to the thermal
activation. According to Zimmerman, the increase of
the concentration of holes in L represents an increase
in the sensitivity since L is the luminescence centre.

Chen(37) proposed an amendment to the Zimmer-
man model. The experimental evidence has been that
the measured response of the TL to a test dose is
a monotonically increasing function of the concen-
tration of trapped holes in L following the ‘large’
excitation followed by thermal activation on one
hand, and also a monotonically increasing function
of the magnitude of the test dose on the other hand.
This requires the occurrence of a second trapping
state for electrons, a deeper trap, which should act
as a competitor to the released electrons during
the read-out stage in which the sample is heated
following the application of the test dose, and the
emission is recorded at ∼ 110◦C. Chen and Leung(36)
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Figure 4: Energy level diagram for the explanation of the
pre-dose effect of the 110◦C peak in quartz. T is the trapping
state, S is the competing electron trap, L is the luminescence
centre and R the hole reservoir. nc is the concentration of
free electrons and nv the concentration of free holes. X is
the rate of production of free electrons and holes. (Redrawn

from Chen and Leung(36)).

developed a mathematical model for the pre-dose
effect in quartz, based on two electron and two
hole trapping states. A schematic presentation of the
model is shown in Figure 4. These authors simulated
a typical sequence of experimental steps made during
the pre-dose experimental technique consisting of a
sequence of irradiations followed by annealing. By
using physical arguments regarding the observed
experimental behaviour of quartz, these authors
arrived at good sets of parameters and successfully
explained several experimental results associated with
the pre-dose effect in quartz. Pagonis and Carty(38)

showed that the model by Chen and Leung(36) could
also be used to simulate successfully the complete
sequence of experimental steps taken during the
additive dose variation of the pre-dose technique. By
solving the kinetic differential equations describing
the model, Pagonis and Carty(38) demonstrated the
mechanism of hole transfer from the reservoir to
the luminescence centre, caused by heating to the
activation temperature.

Pagonis et al.(39) simulated the sensitisation of
quartz samples as a function of annealing temper-
ature, yielding the thermal activation curve (TAC).
They also used a modified Zimmerman model to
simulate multiple TACs and the effect of UV radia-
tion on the TL sensitivity (reversal) of quartz. These
phenomena have analytical and diagnostic bearing in
the application in the pre-dose dating technique.

ANOMALOUS FADING

Methods have been developed for the evaluation of
TL trapping parameters based on the shape of the

peaks, their shift with changing heating rates and in
more complex situations, by deconvolution of tangled
glow curves. Once these parameters are determined,
one may expect certain decay times and decay func-
tions. In some cases, ‘anomalous’ fading is observed,
namely, the signal decays much faster than warranted
by the trapping parameters. Understanding the pro-
cess of fading of the TL or OSL signals is of great
significance since in the applications in dosimetry and
archaeological and geological dating, the stability or
instability of the signal is of prime importance. Every
TL peak may undergo thermal fading, which nor-
mally depends on the trapping parameters of the rel-
evant trap and the temperature at which the sample is
held following or during its excitation. In the simplest
case of first-order kinetics the relevant parameters
are obviously the activation energy E (eV) and the
frequency factor s (s−1). The lifetime for decay at
temperature T(K) is τ = s−1exp(E/kT), where k is
Boltzmann’s constant (eV·K−1). The trapping param-
eters of a simple first-order TL peak, E and s, can
rather easily be determined using the temperature of
occurrence and the shape of the curve, and therefore,
the expected decay time τ can be found from this
expression. For example, peak occurring at 500 K can
be expected to be rather stable at room temperature
(∼300 K).

Several works reported on TL peaks that exhibited
anomalous fading in a broad variety of materials
since the early days of TL study. In 1950, Bull and
Garlick(40) were apparently the first to report on
this effect. They communicated on two UV excited
peaks in diamond occurring at 400 and 520 K,
which yielded significantly lower light levels if stored
at 90 K before heating than if heated immediately
after excitation. Hoogenstraaten(41) reported on the
decay of light intensities at low temperature in ZnS
samples. According to Hoogenstraaten, the effect
is a result of the quantum-mechanical tunnelling
of electrons from traps to recombination centres.
Schulman et al.(42) found the effect in CaF2:Mn.
Kieffer et al.(43) reported a similar effect in organic
glasses. In these cases, no temperature dependence
of the anomalous fading was observed. On the other
hand, Wintle(44) reported on the anomalous fading
of various minerals at different temperatures and
discussed its implications with regard to the dating
of archaeological materials, in particular feldspars.
Some studies of anomalous fading of TL and OSL
in sanidine and other feldspars have been reported
by Visocekas.(45) The anomalous fading was accom-
panied by red and infra-red (IR) emission of light,
attributed to radiative tunnelling recombination. In
a later work, Visocekas(46) has studied further the
anomalous fading of TL in feldspars and found
red emission at 710 nm, which is immune to the
effect of anomalous fading and may therefore be
utilised for use in dating. Visocekas et al.(47) have
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studied also the afterglow of CaSO4:Dy and showed
that after the initial irradiation, a weak afterglow
is seen for a long period of time with the same
emission spectrum as the subsequently measured
TL. The peak used for dosimetry in this material,
occurring at ∼ 250◦C decays to zero with time at
room temperature and even at lower temperatures,
almost independently of the temperature. These
authors explain this anomalous fading as being
the result of a quantum mechanical tunnelling
effect. Templer(48) has studied the anomalous fading
of zircon above room temperature and reported
that localised transitions are responsible for the
occurrence of the effect. On the other hand, at lower
temperatures tunnelling seems to predominate. Tyler
and McKeever(49) studied the anomalous fading of
TL in oligoclase and concluded that the anomalous
decay is more closely described by the local transition
model of Templer than by quantum mechanical
tunnelling.

As reported by several researchers, the initial
fading rate of anomalous fading is quite rapid,
followed by a slower decay at longer times. Visocekas
and Geoffroy(50) investigated the fading of TL
in calcite and concluded that the intensity I of
the afterglow recorded during anomalous fading
follows a hyperbolic law, i.e. I ∝ 1/t, where t is
the time. As explained earlier by Mikhailov,(51) a
temperature independent hyperbolic dependence
on time indicates that the underlying mechanism
is tunnelling.

Chen and Hag-Yahya(52) considered the possibility
that, in fact, anomalous fading might be in some
instances a normal fading in disguise. They proposed
that the observable TL peak may look significantly
narrower than expected from the activation energy
E and the frequency factor s of the peak due to
competition with non-radiative centres. In their
model, in addition to the radiative recombination
centre M2, two other non-radiative centres, M1

and M3 are assumed, the former with smaller
recombination probability and the latter with larger
probability. This causes the observed peak to be
significantly narrower than otherwise expected by
the E and s parameters. Let us consider a shape-
based formula for evaluating the activation energy
(see Chen(53)), which uses the full width of a single
first-order TL peak,

E = 2.29kT2
m/ω, (24)

where ω = T2 − T1 and, where T1 and T2 are the
lower and higher half-intensity temperatures, respec-
tively; Tm is the maximum temperature (in K); k is
the Boltzmann constant (eV·K−1) and E (eV) is the
activation energy. Obviously, if a certain TL peak
is narrower than expected due to any reason, the

apparent activation energy determined by Equation
(24) will be larger than the real one. This may be
the case here where due to the competition of the
radiationless centres, the peak appears to be narrow
and the effective activation energy is larger than the
real one. Actually, similar results are expected with
any peak-shape method as well as curve-fitting meth-
ods, which are utilising the same features of the glow
peak. Chen and Hag-Yahya(52) have simulated glow
peaks under these circumstances and found values
of Eapp significantly higher than the ‘real’ ones. Note
that these authors chose the parameters such that the
resulting glow peak had the symmetry of a first-order
peak so that the observer would use the relevant first-
order shape equation. For evaluating the expected
lifetime, the Randall-Wilkins(2) equation for the max-
imum intensity of a first-order peak, which can be
written as

s =
[
βE/

(
kT2

m

)]
exp (E/kTm) , (25)

and when one uses the apparent Eapp, one gets the
apparent sapp. Since the activation energy appears in
the exponent, if large apparent activation energy is
used then a value of sapp much larger than s can be
expected. In a simulated example, Chen and Hag-
Yahya(52) found an apparent lifetime based on the
apparent energy and frequency factor, which was
found to be four orders of magnitude larger than
the real lifetime, based on the inserted E and s values.

Chen et al.(53) concluded that a possible explana-
tion of the anomalous fading of TL has to do with
competition during heating of the radiative centre
with non-radiative centres. The competition narrows
the peak significantly and the peak-shape methods
yield large apparent activation energy, significantly
larger than the actual one. As a result, the apparent
frequency factor is found to be very much larger than
the real one. Consequently, the apparent lifetime may
be significantly higher than the real one. Thus, when
one expects the longer, apparent lifetime and observes
the latter real (thermal) fading, the measured fading
is considered to be anomalous. In this sense, the effect
is, actually, a normal fading in disguise.

ANOMALOUSLY HIGH EFFECTIVE
ACTIVATION ENERGIES AND FREQUENCY
FACTORS

In some materials, anomalously high values of the
main trapping parameters, the activation energy and
the frequency factor have been reported. The pos-
sible reasons for this occurrence will be discussed
here. As pointed out by several authors, the values
of the frequency factor s are expected to be in the
range of 108–1013 s−1 (see e.g. Lax(54)). According
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to Mott and Gurney,(55) s should be of the order of
magnitude of the Debye frequency, which is associ-
ated with the number of times per second that the
trapped electron interacts with the phonons. Lower
values of the frequency factor as well as higher values
have been reported in the literature. In a number of
published TL peaks, the determined s values exceed
significantly the expected physical values of up to
∼ 1013 s−1 and can probably be considered as effec-
tive frequency factor rather than ‘real’. The best-
known case is that of peak 5 occurring at ∼ 480 K
in LiF:Mg,Ti (TLD-100). The experimentally evalu-
ated E and s as reported in the literature vary a lot,
depending mainly on the method used for calculat-
ing the parameters. When isothermal decay methods
were used, values of E ∼ 1.25 eV and s ∼ 1010–
2 × 1012 s−1 were found (see e.g. Zimmerman et al.,(56)

Blak and Watanabe,(57) Yossian et al.(58)). However,
for the same peak, Taylor and Lilley(59) reported an
activation energy of 2.06 eV and a frequency factor
of 2 × 1020 s−1, which they found using a peak-
shape method. Gorbics et al.(60) used the method of
various heating rates and reported for peak 5 values
of E = 2.4 eV and s = 1.7 × 1024 s−1. Pohlit(61)

reported an exceedingly high values of E = 3.62 eV
and s = 1042 s−1 for the same peak 5 in LiF.

Fairchild et al.(62) suggested that the high s value
of peak 5 in LiF as well as other unusually high s
values may result from a complex kinetics and that
the apparent first-order behaviour is a special case
or approximation of a much more complex situation.
An international effort to compare results in LiF by
numerical deconvolution of the glow curve showed
unanimously these very high values of E and s (see
Bos et al.(63)) for peak 5 in LiF.

Extremely high values of the frequency factor
have also been determined for other materials. For
example, Bilski et al.(64) reported an activation
energy of E = 4.47 eV and a frequency factor
of s = 5.6 × 1028 s−1 for a peak at ∼ 400◦C in
LiF:Mg, Cu, P. Mandowska et al.(65) found values
of E = 2.58 eV and s = 3.5 × 1024 s−1 in a peak at
501 K in KCl.

It is agreed by researchers that the occurrence of
such high apparent activation energies and very high
effective frequencies are associated with the existence
of very narrow TL peaks. As explained in the section
‘Anomalously high effective activation energies and
frequency factors’ above with regard to anomalous
fading, if by some reason a TL peak is very nar-
row, the effective activation energy determined by
any peak-shape method or best-fit method will be
much larger than otherwise expected. Consequently,
the effective frequency factor is evaluated to be sev-
eral orders of magnitude higher than the real one.
Chen and Hag-Yahya(66) adopted the same model
of competition with radiationless centres utilised to
explain the anomalous fading and showed that with

an appropriate choice of the other parameters, when
entering values of E = 1.2 eV and s = 2.5 × 1011 s−1,
a peak with first-order features was simulated, with a
symmetry factor of 0.42, and its analysis yielded effec-
tive values of Eeff = 2.24 eV and seff = 9.3 × 1021 s−1.
It should be noted that the adjacent peaks associated
with the two competing centres may not be radiation-
less but rather, they can be separated from the peak
in question by deconvolution or by optical separation
and the apparent high values of E and s be found.
This may possibly be the case in LiF:Mg,Ti (TLD-
100) where a number of other peaks are known to
occur in the combined glow curve above and below
peak 5 at ∼ 480 K.

As an alternative to the explanation of the occur-
rence of very narrow TL peaks leading to very high
values of the mentioned parameters, Mandowski(67)

presented a semi-localised transitions model, which in
some cases leads to a cascade detrapping (CD) mech-
anism. The CD mechanism produces very narrow TL
peaks, which are also well described by first-order
kinetics with very high effective activation energies
and exceedingly high-frequency factors.

ANOMALOUS STABILITY

In the ‘normal’ cases, one expects that the excited
signal will decay exponentially with time, with a cer-
tain decay time constant. In some cases, the signal
decays approximately exponentially at relatively short
times, but more slowly at longer periods of time. If one
relies on the shorter-time behaviour, the longer-time
decay may look like anomalous stability. The possible
reason for this behaviour will be discussed here. In the
graphic presentation of the decay, if the results are
shown on a semi-logarithmic scale, the exponential
decay looks like a straight line. In some cases, this pre-
sentation yields a straight line only at the beginning,
and the line gets concave at longer periods of time,
which means that the decay is slower than exponen-
tial. Some experimental results of such slower than
exponential decay are the following. Sharon et al.(68)

presented the results of the isothermal decay of a
glow peak occurring at 105◦C when the sample is
held at temperatures in the range of 65–75◦C. The
lines on a semi-log scale started being nearly lin-
ear, indicating an initial nearly exponential decay,
but continued being slower than linear on this scale,
exhibiting a concave curve. Kathuria and Sunta(69)

presented results of the isothermal decay of peaks
4 and 5 in LiF TLD-100 samples and showed sim-
ilar concave curves at different temperatures. Kitis
et al.(70) showed results of the same kind in samples
of MgB4O7:Na and LiB4O7:Cu.

The question of whether the decay of TL and OSL
is exponential or slower is of primary importance in
dating of archaeological and geological samples when
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the time scale may be as high as thousands of years
and more. The behaviour of the short-time decay
mentioned indicates that such slower than exponen-
tial decay of TL and OSL is possible. Chen and
Pagonis(71) studied theoretically the possible decay
when the simple model used was of one trap and
one centre and the trapping parameters are such that
the decay is on a scale of thousands years. With
the parameters used, in a small sample such as a
grain of quartz used for dating, the electrons are
released thermally from the trap at ambient temper-
ature at a very slow rate, one at a time. Therefore,
these authors preferred to follow the kinetics of the
process using a Monte Carlo algorithm. They fol-
lowed the transitions of electrons from the trap into
either the recombination centre or back to the trap
by retrapping at a constant temperature of 300 K
and recorded the remaining number of electrons in
the traps following long times of slow decay. Note
that the choice of N = 107 traps is realistic for a fine
grain, which has a size of ∼ 100 μm and a volume
of ∼ 10−6 cm−3 if the concentration of the traps is
1013 cm−3. The assumption in this example is that
initially 10% of the traps are occupied, and therefore,
the initial number of electrons in traps is 106. Note
also that with the mentioned choice of the trapping
parameters, the rate of thermal release of electrons is
less than one per day. An example of the simulated
results is shown in Figure 5; the relevant parame-
ters are given in the caption. The simulated results
go to 14 000 years and are shown on a semi-log
scale. The results up to ∼ 500 years form a nearly
straight line, which means that the decay is practically
exponential. However, due to the increasing effect of
retrapping, from 500 years on, the line curves quite
significantly. Although the exponential goes down
by three orders of magnitude in ∼ 2000 years, the
slower simulated line decreases by less than three
orders of magnitude in 14 000 years. Therefore, if
one determines the expected fading time by the ini-
tial exponential, one observes an apparent effect of
anomalous stability since the real decay is strongly
sub-exponential. It is worth mentioning that in a
recent work, Chen and Pagonis(72) added to the sim-
ple OTOR model a competing deeper trap and found
that with the choice of the appropriate parameters,
the decay tends to be closer to exponential. Thus
the tendency to anomalous stability is less likely to
take place since the occurrence of competing traps
is often expected. This point is related to the dis-
cussion in the section ‘Ubiquity of first-order TL
peaks’ below that shows that first-order TL peaks
usually occur in the presence of competing traps.
Finally, another model by Chen et al.,(73) dealing
with TL resulting from two-stage thermal stimulation
also resulted in the possibility of having anomalous
stability.

Figure 5: Time dependence of the remaining concentra-
tion of electrons in traps, simulated by the Monte Carlo
method. The parameters are N = 107; n0 = 106; E = 1.3 eV;
s = 1012 s−1; T = 300 K; Am = 10−8 cm3 s−1 and An = 10−10

cm3 s−1. The straight dashed line represents the initial expo-
nential decay at the rate determined by the E and s values.

(After Chen and Pagonis(71)).

CONCENTRATION QUENCHING

For low-energy excitation, the TL and OSL phenom-
ena depend on the impurities and defects in the host
crystal. At first sight, one may expect that the higher
the concentration of imperfections, the higher the
resulting luminescence in response to a given excita-
tion. In many cases, this indeed is the case, but in some
instances, when the impurity concentration increases,
the response to a given dose reaches a maximum
and then declines with higher concentrations. This
effect is termed ‘concentration quenching’. The effect
in luminescence has first been described by Johnson
and Williams.(74) They reported on the dependence
of luminescence efficiency on Mn impurity in ZnF2,
which showed an increase with the concentration up
to a certain fraction of the activator, yielded a max-
imum at this concentration and a decline at higher
concentrations. Making some assumptions regarding
the activator and host lattice their model yielded a
peak-shaped behaviour of the luminescence efficiency
as a function of the activator concentration. Ewles
and Lee(75) suggested an amendment to this model in
luminescence while explaining its occurrence in yel-
low and UV emission in CaO:Bi and in CaO:Pb. This
non-monotonic dependence on the impurity concen-
tration has later been found in other materials. Schul-
man et al.(76) reported on concentration quenching of
luminescence in KCl:Tl, which exhibited a maximum
at ∼ 0.1 mol per cent. Van Uitert(77) described the
effect in CaWO4:Tb and CaWO4:Eu. In the latter
material, the maximum occurred at different con-
centrations for different luminescence emission wave-
lengths.
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The concentration quenching of TL has later been
reported by several researchers. Medlin(78) described
the TL properties of calcite and reported on con-
centration quenching of the 350 K peak associated
with Mn++. In a later work, Medlin(79) communicated
on concentration quenching of four peaks in Mn++
doped dolomite, at 330, 380, 500 and 600 K with
different concentrations between 0.001 and 0.003 mol
fraction of Mn++. Rossiter et al.(80) reported on the
concentration dependence of peak 5, at 210◦C in
LiF:Ti where concentration quenching was found.
Wachter(81) has studied the dependence of the sensi-
tivity of LiF:Mg,Ti (TLD-100) on the ratio of the two
dopants Mg/Ti and found a peak-shaped dependence
with a maximum at a ratio of ∼ 0.32. Lai et al.(82)

investigated the TL of ZrO2 doped with Yb2O3 and
found concentration quenching with a maximum at
5 mol%. Tajika and Hashimoto(83) investigated the
blue TL in synthetic quartz with aluminium impurity
and found a maximum TL intensity with 10 ppm of
aluminium. Vij et al.(84) reported on the TL of UV-
irradiated Ce doped SrS nanostructures in which they
found a maximum sensitivity at a dopant concentra-
tion of ∼ 0.5 mol%.

Chen et al.(85) proposed a possible model to
explain the concentration quenching of TL intensity;
a model specific to TL. The model includes three
trapping states and one recombination centre
(3T1C model). The assumption made is that the
three traps have a constant concentration, and the
variable concentration is that of the recombination
centre. Another assumption made is that the initial
occupancy of the centre is not zero. These authors
wrote the relevant set of six simultaneous differential
equations, which govern the stages of excitation,
relaxation and heating. Two TL peaks are thus
simulated using the assumption that the initial
concentration of holes in centres is not zero. For the
simulations, it is assumed that 10% of the centres
are full prior to the excitation. The results yield
the concentration dependence of the area under
each of the two simulated peaks reached by solving
numerically the mentioned sets of equations. The
maximum intensities of the two peaks occur at
different concentrations, similarly to the experimental
results in Pb++ doped calcite and Mn++ doped
dolomite. The authors support these results by
approximate analytical derivations. An example of
the simulated results is shown in Figure 6. The
authors point out that the concentration quenching
effect of a single TL peak, an effect found in several
materials, can be simulated by a simpler model of two
traps and one recombination centre (2T1C).

ANOMALOUS HEATING-RATE EFFECT

The ‘intensity’ of TL may be defined as the emitted
light intensity per second or per degree. If the heating

Figure 6: Simulated results of the concentration dependence
of the areas under two peaks, at 91 and 220◦C. (After Chen

et al.(85)).

rate is increased, the former increases nearly linearly
with the heating rate, whereas the latter decreases
slightly with the heating rate. In some cases, the
latter behaves ‘anomalously’, namely the intensity
(per degree) increases with the heating rate. In some
instances, two TL peaks in the same sample behave
in opposite ways, one increasing with the heating
rate and one decreasing. A model explaining the
phenomenon is discussed here along with its possible
relation to the thermal quenching effect.

In most cases, a constant heating rate, denoted
by β (K/s) is used for the recording of TL. In
practically all cases, the TL glow peak shifts to higher
temperature with increasing heating rate (see e.g.
Hoogenstraaten(41)). This can rather easily be demon-
strated for the simple case of first-order kinetics.
The equation for the TL maximum is Equation (25)
mentioned above, which can be written as

β = (sk/E) T2
m exp (−E/kTm) . (25’)

When the heating rate β increases, the right-hand
side must increase by the same amount. However,
since Tm

2exp(−E/kTm) is an increasing function
of Tm, its increase implies that Tm must increase.
Furthermore, it has been shown (see e.g. Chen and
Winer(86)) that although in more complex cases of
TL kinetics Equation (25) is only an approximation,
the shift of TL peaks to higher temperatures with
increasing heating rate seems to be a general property.

Chen and Pagonis(87) discussed in detail the dis-
tinction between two alternative presentations of TL.
As an example, they considered the simple example
of first-order kinetics as given in Equation (9) above.
Note that, as long as a constant heating rate is used,
the transformation between I(T), the dependence on
temperature as given in Equation (9) and I(t), the
dependence on time, is straightforward. As is, the
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units of I(T) or I(t) as in Equation (9) are cm−3s−1,
whereas the real intensity is given in photons per sec-
ond or emitted energy per second. As reported before
(e.g. Kumar et al.(88)), when increasing the heating
rate, the maximum intensity of TL in photons per
second increases nearly proportionally to the heat-
ing rate. The area under the curve must remain the
same independently of the heating rate and the simple
explanation for the increased intensity is that with fast
heating rate, the peak gets much narrower on the time
scale. An alternative, rather common presentation is
reached by normalising the intensity as defined in
Equations (9–13) by dividing it by the heating rate
β. Unfortunately, the normalised intensity is also
usually termed in the literature ‘intensity’. This mag-
nitude is usually plotted as a function of temperature
rather than time. The area under the curve in this
presentation remains constant with different heating
rates (see e.g. Kumar et al.(88)) and this normalised
intensity, which is I(T) = −dn/dT has a somewhat
decreasing maximum value associated with a slight
broadening of the peak with increasing heating rate.

Wintle(89) reported on thermal quenching of TL
in quartz, which is the decrease in luminescence
intensity with the rise in temperature. It should be
mentioned that this effect had been described before
for other luminescence effects (e.g. Curie(90)). Two
possible models have been offered for the explanation
of the luminescence effect. According to Mott and
Seitz (Seitz(91); Mott and Gurney(92)), radiative
and non-radiative transitions compete within the
surrounding of the luminescence centres as is the case
in KCl(Tl). The luminescence efficiency decreases
with increasing temperature due to a reduction in
the quantum efficiency of the luminescence centres.
An alternative explanation has been suggested by
Schön(93) and Klasens.(94) Their model assumes that
the holes in the centres may be thermally released
into the valence band, thus decreasing the number
of holes available for recombination with thermally
stimulated electrons. Note that a similar model
with traps and centres releasing electrons and holes
respectively, simultaneously, has later been discussed
by Lawless et al.(95) and explained the possibility of
the occurrence of duplicitous TL peaks.

It has been reported by a number of authors (e.g.
Nansjundaswamy et al.(96); Rasheedy and Zahran(97);
Subedi et al.(98); Kalita and Wary(99)) that in some
materials, the decrease of the maximum of the nor-
malised TL with the heating rate was significantly
faster than the slight decrease described above. The
explanation given has been that since the peak shifts
to higher temperature with the increased heating rate,
the intensity decreases due to the thermal quenching.
Therefore, the area under the normalised curve is
not constant but rather; it decreases with increasing
heating rate.

In later works, a number of reports on an
inverse, anomalous heating-rate effect have been
published. Kitis et al.(100) have reported on a heating-
rate effect in fluoroapatite in which the maximum
normalised TL intensity and the area under the curve
increased with the heating rate. Pradhan et al.(101)

have described a similar effect in LiF:Mg, Cu, Si. Bos
et al.(102) described the effect in YPO4:Ce3+,Sm3+.
Delice et al.(103) reported on the same effect in
Ti2GaInS4, and Benabdesselam et al.(104) found
it in Ge-doped silica-based optical fibre. Delice
et al.(105) later described the results of TL in GaS.
These authors reported on the behaviour of two
peaks at different heating rates. Although the lower-
temperature normalised peak decreased with the
heating rate, the higher-temperature one increased
with β.

Chen and Pagonis(87) presented a model, which
explains the anomalous heating-rate effect. In a sim-
ilar way to the Schön-Klasens model, the model is
based on delocalised transitions only. In addition to
the occurrence of an electron trap and a hole centre,
one assumes the participation of a hole reservoir,
which competes with the other levels for electrons and
participates in the process during both the excitation
and the read-out stages. The authors assume that the
reservoir is close enough to the valence band so that
holes may be thermally released into the valence band
in the same temperature range in which electrons are
raised into the conduction band. To some extent,
this model is similar to the one used to explain the
pre-dose effect (see section ‘Pre-dose sensitisation’
above). Simulations with this model show that, with
certain sets of trapping parameters an increase of the
heating rate results in an increase in the area under
the normalised TL curve. Chen and Pagonis(87) show
that by assuming an inversion in the roles of the
recombination centre and the reservoir so that the
recombination of free electrons with holes in the reser-
voir is assumed to be radiative and the other recom-
bination is radiationless, one gets opposite results.
Here, increasing the heating rates causes a significant
decrease in the area under the TL curve, which may be
an alternative explanation of the well-known thermal-
quenching heating-rate effect of TL.

Chen and Pagonis(87) further used this model to
explain the mentioned results by Delice et al.(105) in
which in GaS, the area under one TL peak increased
with the heating rate and that under the other peak
decreased. Using the mentioned model with two cen-
tres and one trap, Chen and Pagonis chose a set of rel-
evant parameters and along with the assumption that
holes may be released thermally from the centre M2,
recorded the sum of the two peaks reached by transi-
tions of electrons from the conduction band into the
two centres, M1 and M2. The results of this simulation
are shown in Figure 7. These results are qualitatively
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Figure 7: Simulated TL curves assuming that both transi-
tions into M1 and M2 are radiative. The parameters used:
E1 = 0.9 eV; E2 = 0.7 eV; s1 = 1011 s−1; s2 = 1013 s−1;
n = 1014 cm−3; M1 = 109 cm−3; M2 = 1014 cm−3;
Am1 = Am2 = 10−8 cm3 s−1; B1 = 10−7 cm3 s−1; B2 = 10−10

cm3 s−1; An = 10−7 cm3 s−1; and X = 1012 cm−3 s−1. The
heating rates are from 0.5 to 8 Ks−1 in curves (a–e). (After

Chen and Pagonis(87)).

very similar to the mentioned experimental results in
GaS crystals reported by Delice et al.(105)

UBIQUITY OF FIRST-ORDER TL PEAKS

As described in the Introduction, the OTOR model
leads to first-order kinetics when recombination
dominates and to second order when retrapping
dominates or when the recombination and retrap-
ping probability coefficients are equal. Of course,
intermediate cases are possible as mentioned above.
However, in vast experimental results, first-order
peaks are abundant and there is no convincing
evidence that recombination probability is usually
significantly larger than the retrapping probability.
Lewandowski and McKeever(106) stated that the first-
order processes dominate in nature. Sunta et al.(107)

suggested that the apparent dominance of first-order
kinetics in nature is usually due to slow retrapping,
but in multiple-trap system models, it may occur
under fast retrapping as well. Further examples of
the dominance of first-order kinetics have been given
by Bos(108) and by Abd El-Hafez et al.(109) Some
researchers described the prevalence of first-order
shaped peaks in both TL and thermally stimulated
conductivity and mentioned the competition with
deep traps as the reason. These include Haering
and Adams,(110) Dussel and Bube,(111) Böhm and
Scharmann,(112) Simmons and Taylor,(113) Agersap
Larsen et al.(114) and Opanowicz.(115)

Pagonis and Kitis(116) reported on the ubiquity
of first-order kinetics based on multiple competition

processes. In an interactive multitrap system model,
they chose sets of parameters at random within the
reasonable ranges, solved the equations to get glow
curves and monitored the effective order of kinetics
of the peaks. With a 1000 sets of parameters, they
got a distribution of effective kinetic orders weighted
strongly toward first order. The distribution has a
mean value of the effective order of b = 1.08 and a
standard deviation of σ = 0.16. The authors ascribe
the nearly first-order property to the competition
between traps.

Chen and Pagonis(117) followed this work by using
a model with several trapping states, and showed
analytically under what circumstances the peaks in
a series could be expected to be of first order. In
particular, they distinguished between the lower tem-
perature peaks in a series and the high temperature
one. Basically, in such a series of peaks, the lower
temperature peaks occur when the active trap has
competing deeper traps that cause the effective kinet-
ics to be of first order. With the last peak in such a
series, the thermally released electrons do not ‘see’
a competitor and the shape of the peak tends to be
that of a second-order curve and as shown by Chen
and Pagonis(117) in some cases, its shape indicates
an apparent order larger than two. These authors
developed approximate expressions for the shape of
the peaks in such a series and showed a number of
examples of simulated glow curves based on such a
model with a number of trapping states and one or
more recombination centres. An example is shown in
Figure 8, the parameters are given in the caption. The
symmetry factors were found to be μg1 = μg2 = 0.42;
μg3 = μg4 = 0.41; μg5 = 0.49. It is obvious that the first
four peaks look like first-order curves and the fifth
one is rather close to look like a second-order peak.

Chen and Pagonis(117) have also shown that even
in the more complex and realistic situation in which
multiple trapping states as well as a number of recom-
bination centres take part in the TL process, the
prevalence of first-order peaks is still expected in spite
of the very intricate processes involving simultane-
ously several traps and centres. This is so even when
retrapping is significantly stronger than recombina-
tion. As pointed out above, this may be the main
explanation for the experimentally known fact that
many TL peaks from different materials tend to have
the first-order symmetry. It is also possible that in
real-life cases, high-temperature peaks that are not
measurable due to black-body radiation background
may contribute, due to the competition of their deep
traps, to the first-order appearance of the preceding
peaks. The high-temperature peaks may possibly have
second- or even higher-order features, but since they
are not measurable, the impression that first-order
peaks are so ubiquitous may be further strengthened.

Chen and Pagonis(117) concluded by reporting that
in the example given in Figure 8 as well as several
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Figure 8: Simulated glow curve using a model with one
recombination centre and 5 trapping states. M = 1012 cm−3;
B = 10−10 cm3 s−1; Ai = 10−9 cm3 s−1; Ei = (0.3, 0.6,
0.9, 1.3, 1.8) eV; Am = 10−11 cm3 s−1; si = 1011 s−1;
X = 2 × 1010 cm−3 s−1; Ni = 1010 cm−3 for i = 1, . . . , 4;

and N5 = 1011 cm−3. (After Chen and Pagonis(117)).

other examples of the same sort, the results of the acti-
vation energies found by peak-shape methods applied
to the peaks in the series were found to match in
most cases rather accurately the parameters used in
the simulations. The effective frequency factors were
found to be within a factor of < 2 of the original
s value in the example given and other examples,
which can be considered as a good agreement. This
point is important because if one wants to consider
the stability of a TL peak, say, at room temperature,
the knowledge of the relevant activation energy and
frequency factor is of importance.

Finally, Benavente et al.(118) have recently shown
by simulations that the prevalence of first-order
occurs not only when the individual peaks in a
series are well separated but also when the compo-
nents of an entangled glow curve are numerically
deconvoluted.
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